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1 win and 5 nominations. See more awards Edit More Edit the most powerful team of magicians from the most infamous guild of the kingdom of magic confronted with evil rising from coals in this action-packed feature of the length of adventure. Follow fairy tail dream team-Natsu, Gray, Ersa, Lucy, Wendy, Blessed, and Carla as they reach out to a girl with little memory and resentment at the Masters. When
they reveal evidence about her mysterious past, the mad prince hatches a half-baked plan to sacrifice her in exchange for immortality. When a fool unleashes an ancient force, the raging war becomes the most brutal hell Fairy Tail has ever encountered. Can a guild with a heart of gold save the planet from a fiery finish? Plot Summary (en) Plot Synopsis Psychotronic Film (en) Schunen View All (2)
Animation Action (en) Adventures (en) Comedy Drama Fantasy Certificate: See all the certificates Guide to Parents: View Content Advisory Edit Natsu Dragneel: English Dub Hey! All is well? Grey Fullbuster: What was it? Lucy Steffilia: I don't know! Someone's after her! Lucy Heartfilia: Her towel falls without noticing, while Natsu and Grey blush What? Happy: Do you feel the breeze here? Lucy Skitphilia:
Oh? Happy: O-la-la! (Happy laughs) Lucy Heartfilia: She looks down and notices that her towel has fallen Ahhhhhhhhhhhh! (covers himself) [...] Read more about Spun-Off from Fairy Tail (2009) See more than 200 miles performed by Keun-Suk Jang (as Chan Gyung Suk) More User Reviews Current User Rating: 94/100 (50 votes) You should allow JavaScript to vote Movie Profile: Tail Fairy Movie:
Phoenix Priste Romaji: Hekijoban FAIRY TAIL HO 劇場版OU FAIRY TAIL 鳳凰巫⼥ Director: Masaya Fujimori Author: Hiro Mashima (manga), Masashi Sogo Producer: Operator: Release Date: August 18, 2012 Running time: 86 min. Distributor: Shochiku Genre: Animation/Action/Fantasy Language: Japanese Country: Japan Plot Summary by AsianWiki Staff © Fairy Tail Guild is famous for its destructive
ways. One day Fairy Tail tries to catch a group of thieves who destroy the village. Because of Lucy's mistake, Fiari Thiel fails. Lucy, who is now depressed, meets a strange girl named Ekurea, who lost her memory. Because of this, Fairy Tail soon becomes involved in a conspiracy ... Notes based on the manga series Fairy Tail, written and illustrated by Hiro Masima (first series in the weekly magazine
Shonen August 23, 2006). Actor Chan Keun Sook performs 200 Miles (the song is taken from his first album, Just Crazy, released on May 30, 2012 in Japan). Actors (voice) Trailers Film Festivals 2013 (46)Sitges Film Festival - October 11-20, 2013 - Anima't External Links Fairy Tail Movie: Phoenix PriestessJapanese theatrical release posterDirected byMasay FuhimoriProductionihi GomiRy'ichi
IshiharaY'soke TsutsumiShinsuke NomuraHidemasa TasakaScreenplay byMasashi SogoBased onFairy Tailby Tailby Yuichi Nakamura Sayaka Ohara Satomi Satomi Yu Hori Ay Ende Mika Kanai Music Yasukharu TakanasiSinematographyInsumate AkimotoEdit Akinori MisimaProduceivesManac A-1 PicturesResist By ShochikuRelease Date August 18, 2012 (2012-08-18) 巫⼥ 鳳凰テ 劇場版 フェアリ
Running time of $911,467 Hepburn, a 2012 Japanese animated fantasy action film based on the manga series The Fabulous Tail by Hiro Mashima. The film's director, Masaya Fujimori, and the screenplay was written by the anime author Masashi Sogo, while Masima was involved as the plot planner of the film. Tetsuya Chihara, Aya Hirano, Rije Kugimiya, Yuichi Nakamura, Sayaka Ohara, Satomi Sato and
Yui Hori played their roles in the anime series. The film also stars Aya Ende as the titular priestess of Eclair, while Mika Kanai is her companion Momon. The film was released in Japan on August 18, 2012, and on Blu-ray and DVD in North America on December 10, 2013. Plot During a raid on Fire Village, local priestess Eclair runs with one of two mystical Phoenix Stone of her village halves before
fainting. In Magnolia, fairytail wizard Lucy Heartfilia spots Eclair and her bird companion Momon lying unconscious on the streets of the city, returning from a mission. After bringing her two guildhall to recover, Lucy introduces them to her friends Natsu Dragneel, Blessed, Grey Fullbuster, Erza Scarlet, Wendy Marvell, and Carla. Hearing the vision from Carla, Eclair goes on a journey to the monster-filled
Border Forest. Despite the disappointment of the magic, Eclair convinces Lucy and her friends to join her. Suffering from amnesia, Eclair recalls that she must bring her half of Phoenix Stone to Calard, a wizard living in the Border Forest. Along the way, the group meets Chase, a wizard from the Carbuncle Guild, recruited by Duke Krem, the conceited ruler of the neighboring country of Veronica, to capture
Eclair. The group eventually finds the remains of Calard's house and realizes that he is dead. Through a holographic message, Calard reveals himself as Eclair's father and tells her about the spell he created to dispel the cursed magic of the stone. After Lucy sympathizes with her in connection with the death of her own father Jude, Eclair begs The Tail Fairy to fulfill her father's final request. After the
wizards return to Magnolia, the Fairy Tail Guild is destroyed by leader Carbuncle Rist and his subordinates - Chase, Cannon, and the Coordinator, who capture Eclair. Master Fairy Tail Makarov Dreyar and guild mates Hezhil Redfox and Panther Lily warn that Krem plans to combine Eclair's stone with another half at his disposal to summon a phoenix that will give him immortality. Lucy's team goes to
Veronica with Hajil, Lily and Juvia Loxer to save Eclair, defeating Dist's henchmen there. The cream combines two stones and prepares for Eclair is like a victim in a town square where Eclair fully understands his past after recognizing a phoenix-shaped idol from his village. Momon saves Eclair, but he's isolated. As the cream causes the phoenix, Dist throws it aside to achieve immortality for himself.
Phoenix appears as a giant, non-bird monster and begins to destroy everything around him as Dist climbs on his back to get his immortality providing blood. Natsu knocks him off the phoenix, but the monster continues his attack and begins to absorb the magic of wizards for a final, catastrophic attack. When her memories are restored, Eclair realizes that she is more than 400 years old, she became
immortal, drinking the blood of a phoenix to survive the destruction of the Fire Village, which is now Veronica. Makarov and the rest of the Magic Tail arrive with an arrow created by Calard and taken from the Magic Council to destroy the Phoenix Stone. However, Makarov explains that it will kill Eclair along with the phoenix. To Lucy's horror, Eclair accepts his fate, as Natsu and Erza use an arrow to
destroy a stone in the phoenix's eye. Eclair's body disappears with the phoenix, and her spirit is reunited with Momon's body as they rise to heaven. After that, Veronica is rebuilt, members of the Carbunkul captured, the wizards of the Fairy Tail restore their guild, and Lucy smiles when she notices the spirit of the young Eclair among the townspeople. Character starring Japanese Natsu Dragnel Tetsuya
Kekhara Todd Haberkorn Lucy Dieterphilia Aya Hirano Cherami Lee Happy Ri Coogyia Tia Ballard Gray Full Booster Yuichi Nakamura Newton Pittman Erza Scarlet Sayak Ohara Colleen Klinkenbeard Wendy Marvel Satomi Satomi Britty Car Carla Yui Hori Jad Saxton Gajeel Redfox Wataru Hatano David Wald Panther Lily Hiroki Tochi Rick Keeling Juvia Lockser Mai Nakahara Brina Ekler Aya Ende
Jessica Callello Momon Mika Canai Grant Cream Kooki Micah Scott zenreich Dist Showtaro Morikubo Taliesin Jaffe Cannon Kyoji Ishii Kyle Hebert Coordinator Hitomi Nabatame Shelley Kalene-Black Chase Kyoji Yusa Jason Librecht Mayor Dasuma Hidehiko Masood Jan Ferguson Gesi Keisuke Okada David Matranga Music soundtrack was written and arranged by Yasukhar Takanashi. It was released on
August 18, 2012 on Pony Canyon. The theme of the opening of the film is 200 miles Chan Keun Suk. The ending of the theme is sutto Kitto (ずっと きっと, burns. of course forever), an image of the song performed by Aya Hirano as Lucy Heartfilia, written by Nobuo Uematsu, and written by Goro Matsui. The film was limited to 73 Japanese cinemas on August 18, 2012. The preview tickets were complete
with a 30-page manga prologue: Sunrise (はじまり朝, Hajimari no Asa, illuminated. First Morning), painted by Hiro Masima to promote the film. It opened in 9th place at the Japanese box office and received the highest average per screen of all the films shown this weekend. She's in the top ten. until the second week. The DVD of the film was released complete with a special edition of the 36th volume of
the manga on February 13, 2013 and included an animated adaptation of The Sunrise as a bonus. The film aired on Animax Asia on March 23, 2013 under the film Phoenix Pristes. Funimation Entertainment licensed the film for a North American release in the English version with subtitles and a take, with The Sunrise (renamed The First Morning) exclusively in Japanese with English subtitles. The film dub
was shown on Nan Desu Kan on September 13, 2013 and was released on Blu-ray and DVD on December 10, 2013. Receiving the Fairy Tail movie: Phoenix Priestess received positive reviews from critics and viewers, receiving an average of 4 out of 5 stars from fans at Yahoo! Films Japan. Travis Bruno of Capsule Computers gave the film 8.5 out of 10, praising the development of Lucy and Eclair's
characters, and opting for a faster-paced film sequence over the use of the CGI anime series of magic circles. However, he criticized the animation for being nosedives in the middle of the distance shots. Bruno was also critical of the timing of the film's release in North America with the anime, feeling that the placement of the film after time to miss out in the fairytail storyline would confuse viewers who only
post the English anime release until then. DVD Talk's Kyle Mills described the film as a great storyline that is well developed and fantastically executed, distinguishing it from typical films with little real development. He also praised the English dub cast, issuing Jessica Calvello and Todd Haberkorn as providing outstanding performances like Eclair and Natsu, respectively. Mills felt the character's design
looked off compared to the anime series, but added that it shouldn't be distracting because the movie still looks better than your standard episode of the series. On the DVD bonus features, Mills noted the lack of English dub for The First Morning short, calling it a strange choice. Raymond Herrera, of Examiner.com called the film more of the same but said he found nothing wrong with it. Carl Kimlinger of
Anime News Network called the film a compact, 85-minute action-packed pastry with all the heart and humour associated with Hiro Mashim's manga, and none of the hype and apathy is associated with its television adaptation. However, he considered the English dub stoically, without enthusiasm professional, criticizing the speeches of Cherami Lee and Calvello, but calling Haberkorn's speeches softened
by Natsu a relief. Links to the Japanese Annual Box Office (2012). Box office Mojo. Received on March 16, 2013. b Fairy Tail Adventure Manga gets a movie next August. Anime news network. October 12, 2011. Fabulous tail film staff are on the list. Anime news network. November 17, 2011. Received on April 9, 2012. The Voice - アニメ『劇場版 FAIRY fairytail-movie.com archive from the original dated
July 3, 2013. Received on May 14, 2015. English cast Announcement for Fairy Tail movie: Phoenix Priestess. Funimation Tumblr. September 14, 2013. Received on May 14, 2015. Aya Hirano sing Fairy Tail Movie Ending Theme. Anime news network. May 30, 2012. Received on June 23, 2013. b Japanese box office, August 18-19. Anime news network. August 26, 2012. Received on March 16, 2013.
Fairy Tail Movie Promo Videos Highlights Of The Manga Bonus. Anime news network. August 9, 2012. Received on June 23, 2013. Japanese box office, August 25-26. Anime news network. September 2, 2012. Received on March 16, 2013. The prologue of the film Fairy Tail Manga gets anime as well. Anime news network. October 26, 2012. Received on June 23, 2013. Fairy Tail's new season, the film
is set to premiere at ANIMAX this March. March 2013. Archive from the original on December 18, 2013. Received on June 23, 2013. Funi adds Seikishi Yamato R, one piece strong world, Fairy Tail film, Akira. Anime news network. July 28, 2012. Received on July 30, 2012. Fairy Tail movie trailer previews English Dub. Anime news network. September 14, 2013. Received on September 15, 2013. Yahoo!
Films (in Japanese). Yahoo! Movies. Received on December 11, 2013. Constant Dead Connection - Bruno, Travis (December 1, 2013). Fairy Tail Movie: Phoenix Priestess Review. Capsule Computers. Received on December 11, 2013. Kyle Mills (December 2, 2013). Fabulous Tail - Film: Phoenix Pristes (Blu-Ray). DVD Talk. Received on December 11, 2013. Herrera, Raymond (December 11, 2013).
Anime review: Fairy Tail Movie: Phoenix Priestess. Examiner.com. Actually not much that I could find wrong with a movie, all I could say to criticize is that it's more of the same, but is it actually bad? Carl Kimlinger (June 4, 2014). Fairy Tail Movie: Phoenix Pristes BDDD - Review. Anime news network. Received on June 4, 2014. External Links Official Movie Website (Archived) (Japanese) Official website
Kodansha (Japanese) Fairy Tail Film: Phoenix Priestess (film) in the encyclopedia Anime News Network extracted from the
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